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MINUTE
DRYING TIME

LIGHTNING SPEED 
SPOT REPAIRS 

PS1420 UV High Productive Primer-Surfacer
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With a drying time of just one minute, our innovative new UV 
primer-surfacer makes doing spot repairs more effi cient and 
profi table than ever. It’s fast, easy to use and means you can offer 
customers minor or cosmetic repairs.

Look forward to unrivaled speed, fl awless adhesion, exceptional 
corrosion resistance, and environmental benefi ts with Cromax 
PS1420 UV High Productive Primer-Surfacer.

Whether you’re already providing smart and small repair services 
or planning to extend your repair offering, this primer-surfacer is 
perfect for you. Suitable for a wide range of applications, it’s the 
ideal choice for professionals seeking fl exibility in their work.

OPEN UP NEW BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
BY MAKING MINOR REPAIRS MORE LUCRATIVE

FIND OUT MORE ABOUT MAKING 
SMALL REPAIRS PROFITABLE
For more information, contact your local Cromax 
representative. Or go to cromax.com/eu/PS1420.
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ENVIRONMENTALLY THOUGHTFUL
By eliminating CMR-chemicals, we have signifi cantly reduced the primer-surfacer’s 
environmental impact. And thanks to 1K technology, it reduces waste drastically.
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LIGHTNING-FAST CURING PROCESS 
Perfect for spot repairs, it’s extremely fast due to 1 minute drying. That means less waiting 
time, higher productivity and more happy customers.

FORMULATED FOR EASE OF USE
Cut down on cleaning time and forget about pot life – just prime and go! It doesn’t need a 
thinner or activator so it’s ready to use. And with no baking required, you cut energy costs 
too. For more convenience, it is available as 1L can and 0,4L aerosol.

SUPERIOR CORROSION RESISTANCE
Superior adhesion properties mean paint lasts longer giving better rust and corrosion 
protection.


